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NEW

Choose a floor for your sofa...

Salsa Ash Cognac 3-strip Viva Ash Design White 2-strip

Epoque Oak Black Brushed Plank Epoque Oak Antique Brushed Plank

Interest in interior design continues to grow. For many, 
the home is the one fixed point in life and therefore we 
always try to stamp our personal style on the environ-
ment and furniture at home.
     Which sofa should I get? Do the curtains match the 
new table? Does the new bookshelf match the style of 
the armchair and lamp? There are many questions and 
no easy answers. 
     Let us play around with floorings and furniture. Here 
you see the same set of furniture but with four different 

floors! The end result is four different environments, 
each with its own specific characteristics. It is rather 
amazing to see how the style and atmosphere can be 
altered just by changing a wooden floor. You may not 
have thought of it before, but your floor plays a funda-
mental part in creating the overall impression when you 
furnish your home. Do you want to create contrasts or 
do you want your furniture to match your floor? Which 
wooden floors best suit your style and personality?  We 
hope you will find the answers in this magazine.

Epoque Oak Vintage Soft Grey
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An international team of Tarkett designers works 
intensively  to follow design trends that make and will 
make an impact in the choice of materials, colours 
and design. Our trend managers visit fairs all over the 
world and hold regular meetings with experienced 
trend spotters from a number of countries. It is im-
portant for us to capture global tendencies while still 
understanding local trends. All this information is 
collected in the ”Tarkett Observer”, a tool on which 
analyses and product development are based. 

Each colour palette has its time to inspire us in our 
interior decorating. White, grey and black have been 
popular in recent years and it continues... You’ll 
find Epoque Cotton White and Evening Grey in our 
Magazine,  whose softer tones create new possibili-
ties and expressions. We have also spotted trends 
that show a transition to a darker range of colours and 
where old meets new. Epoque Vintage Olive unites 
these trends with its rustic  surface and soft olive green 
tone. Or why not have a room that stands out with 
trendy Viva Denim  – an exciting  floor with the tone of 
stone-washed denim jeans.   

This year, we are introducing more 

than 20 new and awesome floors 
in exciting colours and tones that 
give many options in matching 
your home with the new trends in 
colour and design.

Wooden floors
that match
trends in design
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NEW

Valuable information 
needed to choose floor

Plank 2-strip 3-strip

Epoque Oak Black Brushed Plank 162 mm

Before deciding on the kind of wood and 
the colour that suits you best, we suggest 
you take a look at some basic facts con-
cerning Tarkett wooden floors. It’s easier 
to choose if you know the patterns avail-
able and how the various thicknesses and 
surface treatments work.

Different thicknesses 
Tarkett wooden floors are available in 
various thicknesses that are suitable for 
a range of uses.  

13/14 mm: the most common thickness 
of our re-sandable wooden floors. The 

wear layers are approx 2.5 mm and 3.5 
mm respectively, and the floor can be re-
sanded 4-5 times (14 mm) and 2-3 times 
(13 mm) respectively depending on the 
depth of wear. Available in Salsa, Rumba, 
Tango and Epoque finish.

22 mm: design adapted for buildings 
where the floor is laid directly onto a 
timber  frame. Same thickness as the wear 
layer on 14 mm floors. Re-sandable 4-5 
times.

8.5 mm: our Viva family of hard-wearing 
wood veneer floors. This design has a 
thin top layer of hardwood veneer which 

means it can not be re-sanded. A practical 
thickness for renovation as there is often 
no need to raise thresholds and cut doors 
but you can install the Viva floor directly 
over the old floor, as long as it is flat. 

Different patterns

By choosing the right design and pattern  
of wooden floor, you can create the 
character  and feel you want in the room. 
Plank and 2-strip design are the most 
exclusive,  and the 3-strip pattern the 
most popular. All patterns are available 
in different woods, grades and surface 
treatments.

Plank floor or 1-strip floor. The wear layer 
covers the whole floorboard. An exclusive 
design with a peaceful look and bevelled 
edges, and in varying widths and lengths. 
Available in Epoque, Tango and Viva.

2-strip floors. Two rows of strips on each 
board. Trendy expressions, harmonic 
looks. Available in Epoque and Viva.

3-strip floors. Three rows of strips on 
each board. A lively look thanks to the 
natural colour variation of the strips. 
Available in Salsa, Rumba and Viva.

Choosing a surface

Do you prefer a matte or shiny finish? The 
choice of finishes determines the look but 
also the feel and upkeep of the floor. The 
unique Tarkett lacquer system Proteco is 
available in two versions that both protect  
your wooden floor in the best possible 
way. The shinier surface is the easiest to 
take care of. Choose Proteco Natura in-
stead if you want a matte finish. It has the 
same feel and look as an oiled floor but 
does not need to be maintenance oiled. It 
is the lacquer that protects your wooden 
floor against wear and scratching, that’s 
why it’s so important to choose as strong 
finish as possible.

Many Tarkett wooden floors have a 
brushed finish that enhances the natural  
grain of the wood. A stained wooden 
floor is also popular with exciting colour 
variations.  Re-sanding a stained wooden 
floor means it must be stained again if it 
is to retain its original tone.

Salsa Oak Stone Grey

Bevelled edges enhance  
the wooden floor feel

Bevelled edges emphasise and reinforce 
the feeling of a real wood floor. All our 
1-strip floors, Epoque as well as Viva, 
have bevelled edges. Some are bevelled 
the whole way around the plank, others 
just along its length. This bevel is avail-
able in different sizes as well, see page 53 
for more details. All bevelled floors are of 
course protected with Proteco, even the 
bevel itself.

Even cosier with underfloor 

heating

We get a lot of questions about under-
floor heating and how suitable it is to 
combine a wooden floor with heating 
coils. The answer  is that nearly all Tarkett 
floors function without problem on top 
of underfloor  heating. Exceptions are 13 
and 14 mm floors in beech and maple and 
basket weave.
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Which wooden floor is most suitable for the different rooms 
in the house? There is no clear-cut answer to that question 
as our ways of living and socialising differ from person to 
person.  We all have different preferences when it comes to 
the appearance of our home. The floors in some homes are 
partly covered with rugs, which means the floors are not so 
sensitive  to wear. In other homes, there are no mats at all. 
Some people  go barefoot while others wear shoes. Families 
with children have different demands than single households. 

One important question is what do you expect from your new 
wooden floor? There are probably many aspects to consider  
but basically, it’s surely a longing for a genuine feel. When 
you choose Tarkett, you get that feeling but you also get 
reliability  in the form of experience, craftsmanship and 
modern  thinking. 

Wooden floors are quite usual in many rooms today. And 
then it’s even more important to know that there are 
differences  between wooden floors. Wooden floors have vary-
ing possibilities  and properties that match the demands of 
various  types of room. 

Some types of wood and surface treatments can withstand 
more than others. Different woods have different hardness 
and matte surface treatments demand more in maintenance 
than high-gloss lacquers. Parquet Magazine gives you inspi-
ration for different environments alternated with facts on our 
range of floors.

A wooden 
floor 
for every 
room? 

A wooden floor in the 
new kitchen must be both 
durable and hygienic.

In the hall, where 
outside meets inside, 
wear resistance and 
stability are important 
qualities.

Comfort, peace 
and quiet are 
important qualities 
in the bedroom.

A durable and easy-to-clean 
wooden floor is important 
for the home office.

In the living room, qualities 
such as the acoustics, “nice to 
walk on” and the possibility 
of underfloor heating may 
guide you.

Floors that are easy to install, easy to 
clean and easy to change are a practical 
solution for the children’s rooms.
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1110 Epoque Oak Evening Grey

Design plays an important role in the 
living  room but as it’s a room with lots of 
hustle and bustle, function is also impor-
tant. It’s often where the family gathers 
together. It’s in the living room that you 
have the greatest opportunity to stamp 
your personality  and style on your home. 
So let your fantasy loose and be inspired 
with your interior. There is much to choose 
from in Tarkett’s wide range. Which style do 
you prefer? Exclusive? Classical? Trendy? 
Here, you’ve got the opportunity to give 
your senses free rein.

Choosing a wooden floor doesn’t limit  
you to only the natural look of the wood. 
New technology makes it possible to 
add to nature’s  design with new and 
exciting  looks. Tarkett offers you a range 
of lacquered floors in several shades with 
bevelled  edges  that enhance the elegance 
and surface treatments that give the floor 
different characters. Perhaps it’s time for a 
brushed or heat treated floor in the living 
room?

All wooden floors from Tarkett are an 
excellent  solution for your living room. In 
other words, you can rest assured. Then it’s 
your preference, taste and style in what 
you choose.

Give your 
feelings 
free rein! 
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A wooden floor is the basis for the entire interior. Then you have to decide what 
character to give the room. And the best is that you have completely free choice. 
A mix of old and new? Classical style? Exclusive tone? We inspire. You decide.

Viva Ash Design White 2-strip
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Epoque Oak Plank 190 mm

We can give a floor an antique 
feel with mechanical wearing, 
staining and brushing.  The 
collection is called Vintage 
and includes four different 
shades.
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NEW
Epoque Oak Vintage Olive



1716 Epoque Beech Steamed Plank 162 mm

Salsa Oak Fine Line Multi-strip

Epoque Oak Grey Contrast Plank 162 mm

Epoque Oak Winter Plank 162 mm



1918 Epoque Oak Nature Plank 162 mm / Oak Nature Plank 117 mmSalsa Oak Nature 3-strip

Classic Oak 

 retains it’s position 

Oak is the most common wood used in parquet floors 
and offers more possibilities for interior design than 
any other. In addition to plank, 2-strip and 3-strip, Oak 
is available in various grades, miniplank, with large or 
small bevel, in different stains and lacquered or oiled. 
Besides Oak, our classic wood range includes Beech, 
Maple, Ash, Birch, Cherry and Walnut.
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Epoque Ash White Pearl Plank 162 mmEpoque Oak Rustic Plank 162 mm

Feel like a
new wooden
floor for
dinner? 

Why not let Epoque Oak Plank or one of our other beautiful floors 
garnish  your meals? Isn’t the new Epoque Ash White Pearl Plank 
overleaf  tantalizing?

When choosing a floor to have in your dining room or combined 
dining/ living room, you’ve got to count on an increased amount of 
wear and tear compared to your living room. Chairs are pulled out and 
pushed in after meal times. There’s more movement and it must be 
mopped and cleaned more often. 
 Then it’s good to know that a Tarkett wooden floor is protected 
with the unique Proteco surface treatment, which is one of the most 
hard-wearing floor lacquers in the world and extremely resistant to 
wear and tear and micro-scratches. At the same time, Proteco retains 
the feel you get from a genuine wooden floor. 
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Floor with an 
 attractive tan

A classic dark wooden floor provides an 
exciting contrast to the light and airy en-
vironment that is often found in modern 
homes. Until relatively recently, nearly all 
dark wooden floors were made from exotic 
wood species, but there are now exciting 
and beautiful alternatives of European 
origin. Heat treatment gives familiar 
wood species a new and exciting look. 
Thanks to the treatment the floor becomes  

When 
you are 
looking for 
something 
unique
A 3-strip brushed oak infused with the 
colours silver and black. The surface 
is sealed with Proteco lacquer and hey 
presto, Silver Star – the wooden floor 
with a very unique design - is ready to be 
installed. 

Salsa Oak Silver Star 3-strip

Salsa Ash Purple Rain 3-strip
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Salsa Purple Rain is a fabulously striking 
floor for which we have used both staining 
and Proteco Lacquer to achieve a shim-
mering effect. Depending on how the 

light falls, the floor will shift between 

brown, purple and green. An innovation 
with a completely new effect from Tarkett.

dark and exotic, making it an excellent al-
ternative to tropical wood species. It also 
becomes slightly more stable and moves 
less at different temperatures and humid-
ity. Heat treated floors are well suited to 
being re-sanded. The heat treatment 
infuses  the wear layer with colour so that 
the floor retains its dark character even 
after re-sanding - unlike a stained wooden  
floor.
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The view of having a wooden floor in the 
kitchen has changed. Wooden floors in 
the kitchen are on the increase. And de-
sign is playing an increasingly larger role. 
Tarkett is always opening new windows 
that expand the perception of wooden 
floor design. Take a closer peek at these 
surroundings and you’ll understand what 
we mean. 

Pulses race faster in the kitchen, as it’s 
there it all happens. The kitchen takes the 
role as the centre of the home, creating 
well being for all. 

Of course you can install a wooden floor in 
the kitchen! But things are a bit tougher 
in the kitchen than in the living room and 
bedroom. You should choose a floor that 
can take more hustle and bustle and which 
is easy to keep clean. A floor treated with 
a glossy lacquer is easier to keep clean 
than one with a matte or brushed surface.

Bon appétit!

A recipe for the kitchen 
– a new wooden floor

Epoque Oak 2-strip

TIP

Why not let the genuine wood feel permeate more than “just” 
the floor? Here’s an idea where an elegant kitchen island unit 
has been given a podium of Viva Oak 2-strip. The same wood has 
also been mounted on the wall instead of tiles and therefore 
matches the sink unit as well as the island unit. 
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Salsa Ash Nature 3-stripSalsa Cherry 3-strip
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NEW

Epoque Oak Praline

Salsa Oak Nature 3-strip

Beautiful 
wooden 
floors in your 
kitchen...

Tarkett wooden floors can take 
more hustle and bustle and are 
therefore ideal in the kitchen. 
Proteco is the name of the unique 
protection that makes wooden 
floors extra resistant to wear and 
micro-scratches. What’s more, 
they are easier to keep clean.
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Just think of waking up and putting your feet onto a genuine 
wooden floor. What a lovely feeling! 
 The bedroom is a place for peace and quiet. It is a room for 
rest and a sound sleep. A room for pleasure and mustering 
strength. Its warm character gives a real wood floor the feeling 
of well-being. Wear and tear is low, giving you the freedom of 
choosing the floor that appeals to your senses.

There’s nothing better than a wooden floor in the bedroom.

Make dreams come
true in the bedroom 

Salsa Ash Nature White 3-strip

Viva Walnut 2-strip
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Epoque Oak Misty Grey Plank 162 mm

Epoque Oak Nature Cotton White

Salsa Oak Patina White 3-strip
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The entrance and the hall are the first things to greet your visitor. 

Of course you want to give a good impression even at first glance. 
A wooden floor in your hall gives you the opportunity to create 
something your guests will remember. Just remember to avoid 
soft woods like birch and cherry. Soft wood is ideal for Viva’s 
veneer floors though, where the tough HDF core makes it our 
hardest floor no matter what kind of wood is used for the veneer. 
This makes Viva an excellent choice in the hall and entrance.

But the hall isn’t just meant to give guests their first important 
impressions. It must also meet the grit, dust and dirt that is 
brought in day after day. So you should protect the first metre 
or so with a door mat or use a hard and water-resistant floor on 
that part.

First impressions 
are important 

Tarkett’s wooden floors stand up to tough use. All our floors 
have the unique Proteco protection against micro-scratches 
and wear, and which also makes them easy to keep clean. One 
important aspect when cleaning is that there is no need to use 
chemicals that harm the environment. Usually, it’s enough to 
use a dry or slightly damp mop. Busy areas such as the hall and 
entrance normally need more cleaning and upkeep. The Tarkett 
Bioclean and Refresher maintenance products return the floor 
to its original good looks. Matte floors with Proteco Natura or 
Proteco Hardwax Oil require more frequent maintenance as dirt 
will adhere easier on a matte finish than one with clear varnish.

Viva Contra Oak

Viva Oak White 2-strip

Salsa Ash Cognac 3-strip
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A room for play and homework. A room 
for playmates to visit. A room for music or 
games at the computer. In short, a room 
full of life and energy.
 What could be better than a real wood 
floor in the kid’s room? Wood from the for-

Only the BEST is good 
enough for our small ones ... 

ests with a natural look.
 A wooden floor that is soft and cosy to 
sit and play on while it stands up to hard 
knocks from toys and other things. Or a 
wooden floor with underlay that dampens 
noise levels that sometimes get a little too 

high among the youngsters in the family. 
And a wooden floor that is easy to keep 
clean. If you’re looking for a new wooden 
floor for the nursery or teen room, you’ll 
have lots to choose from at Tarkett. 

Viva Maple Nature 3-stripViva Oak 3-strip

Salsa Ash Smoked 3-strip

Rumba Oak Milky White 3-strip

... and our teenagers 
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NEW NEWViva Line Oak Denim Viva Line Oak Black
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When the pro can choose… 

Epoque Oak Black Brushed Plank 162 mm. Mornington Hotel Gothenburg Sweden. 

Floors in shops, front desks and other com-
mercial areas are exposed to more damp, wear 
and dirt than at home. So a good wear protec-
tion is needed that can withstand this. Our 
new generation of hardwax oil provides very 
strong protection against wear and tear, dirt 
and stains.
 Proteco Hardwax Oil is a pure product that 
stems from the plant world and consists  of sun-
flower, linseed, soya and thistle oils, as well 
as a natural non-sticky wax from the cande-
lilla shrub and carnauba palm. Our application  
technique ensures an even coating and a dry 
surface. A matte surface attracts more dirt and 
therefore requires more cleaning and upkeep  
than a glossy. An oiled floor does not seal the 
surface in the same way as a lacquered one and 
therefore needs periodic maintenance around 
every three years because of wear.
 Of course, it’s also possible to install a hard-
wax oiled floor in the home environment too.

Proteco 
hardwax oil 

Salsa Oak Robust White. Offices. Skåne Region Malmö Sweden.

Epoque EU Oak Rustic Hazel Brown. Men’s wear. Malmö Sweden.

In this Tarkett Magazine, we’ll concen-
trate mostly on your home environment. 
But it can be good to know that our 
wooden floors can stand a much rougher 
treatment than this. Tarkett is one of the 
biggest manufacturers of wooden floors 
on the market for a commercial environ-
ment. Tarkett wooden floors are installed 
daily in hotels, shops, restaurants, offices, 
restaurants the world over.

Choosing a wooden floor plays a vital role 
in profiling the concept of a hotel, shop or 
restaurant When “professionals” choose 
floors, there always has to be a balance 
between design, function and technical 
quality. But then the floors are scruti-
nised more closely here than perhaps we 
do at home. Cleanability, environmental 
concerns, seasonal changes with respect 
to humidity, service, accessories, stand-

ards and certificates, etc.
 Changing floors in commercial prop-
erties is a serious interruption in opera-
tions. That’s why a great importance is 
placed on the life expectancy of the floor 
and that it always looks good with as little 
effort as possible.
 We are proud that our floors meet with 
these demands. 

Salsa Oak Robust White. Offices. Skåne Region Malmö Sweden.
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EPOQUE
TARKETT

BALANCED
CHOICE 
Naturel Recyclable 

100 %

Better Indoor
Air Quality

< 100 μg /m3
*

*TVOC at 28 days
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Express yourself 
with lively floors

By sorting each wood type after 
appearance, it is possible to ad-
dress different expressions and 
tastes. The Salsa Oak Robust 

illustrated spans light and dark 
sections, giving a lively and 
exciting design.
Whether you’d rather decorate 
using matching tones or create 
contrasts, a wooden floor gives 
you more options to make exciting 
matches and combinations.   

Make an 
environmental 
choice with 
Balanced 
Choice

Tarkett’s efforts for a sustainable environment are summa-
rised in the term Balanced Choice. 
Balanced Choice is an approach that permeates the entire 
product development process that besides sustainability 
also takes into account aesthetic and economic factors.

Balanced Choice gives you the opportunity to make an active and con-
scious environmental choice thanks to clear and lucid information for 
each product. 

We focus on four main areas within Balanced Choice:

   Choose floor 
materials that are pro-
duced with low resource 
consumption.

   Make sure your 
choice of floor contrib-
utes to a healthy indoor 
environment.

   Choose a floor 
in a material that can 
be recycled. 

To make your choice easier, we can 
provide detailed information on the 
contents of our products. 

Choose a floor that:

�  is made of natural and/or renew-
able materials to a greater extent

�  contains a high degree of recy-
cled materials

�  can in turn be recycled

�  has low emissions, which give 
good indoor climate

Tarkett products are manufactured 
to high environmental require-
ments in processes certified to ISO 
9001 and ISO 14001 with regular 
environmental revisions. Tarkett 
has continuous goals of improve-
ment for reducing the use of 
resources in:

�  energy consumption

�  water consumption

�  the amount of waste that 
is generated

�  non recyclable material

Our goal is to manufacture a 
floor that is easy to care for and 
maintain, and which contributes 
to a safe and healthy environment. 
Some examples:

�  our floors have extremely low 
emissions, which contributes to a 
good indoor climate.

�  the use of cleaning chemicals 
and water are reduced thanks to 
strong surface treatments on our 
floors, which is good for both the 
environment and your wallet.

Tarkett heats two factories with 
sawdust from production. The 
excess is sold in pellet form for 
energy recycling. Used floors can 
be recycled to materials used in 
building board or as energy.

The Balanced 
Choice-
marking 
helps you 
choose

Tarkett’s Balanced Choice 
marking provides infor-
mation on the contents 
of our floors and how 
they contribute to a sus-
tainable development. 
This marking will be 
introduced successively 
on all our products. 

   Choose natural 
and renewable materials 
whenever possible.

Example of Balanced Choice marking for Epoque
Epoque comprises 97% natural raw materials and 97% renewable raw materials
Epoque is 100% recyclable

The following information is shown for each product:

the proportion of natural and renewable raw materials

whether or not the product can be recycled

the volume of chemical emissions (VOC μg/m3 after 28 days)

Salsa Oak Robust
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Proteco Lacquer

Proteco Lacquer is one of the strongest lacquers in the world. 
Tarkett regularly carries out tests to check the durability 
of Proteco Lacquer, and time after time it has proven to be 
extremely resistant to wear and tear and micro scratches. 
Proteco Lacquer gives you a strong wooden floor that retains its 
feel of real wood.

Proteco Natura

Proteco Natura is a matte lacquer. It is hard-wearing and 
provides efficient protection against wear. At the same time, 
it retains the natural colour and feel of the wood, just like an 
oiled floor. However, a matte varnished floor demands more 
maintenance than a standard varnished floor.

Unique 
wooden floor 
protection!

Unique 
nature 
protection!

There is a difference between one wooden floor and another, 
even if they don’t look much different. One difference is the 
floor’s wear resistance. This is determined largely by the 
surface treatment; the protection on the surface of the wooden 
floor. A wooden floor needs good protection against wear, 
scratches and stains if it’s to look good for a long time. That’s 
why it’s a good idea to examine your intended floor thoroughly 
before deciding.

You want to give your new wooden floor the best protection 
possible, don’t you? 
Tarkett’s unique lacquer system Proteco is the most hard-wear-
ing lacquer on the market and exhibits the highest resistance 
to wear and micro-scratches.* Proteco strengthens a wooden 
floor, while keeping its genuine wood feel as the lacquer – 
matte or glossy – enhances the natural grain of the wood and 
its structure.

There is a 
difference 
between one 
wooden floor 
and another

* according to the official Taber abrasion test method EN 13696

› hard-wearing thanks to unique 
 composition
› extends the lifespan of the floor
› protects against wear
› protects against small scratches 
› makes the floor easy to maintain
› enhances the wood grain 
 & structure
› gives a wooden floor its lustre 

› available in two versions: 
 glossy and matte

The most 
hard-wearing 
lacquer on 
the market
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Some types of wood have a uniform appearance – others have large 
natural variation. The appearance of the wood also varies according 
to which type of log it comes from. Wooden floors change colour as 
the wood ages. The wood is also affected by the ultraviolet rays of the 
sun. This can clearly be seen if you move a rug that’s been down for a 
while. Some types of wood, cherry for instance, change colour within a 
few months and others, like oak and beech take a little longer. Cherry 
darkens, while walnut gets lighter. Most other types of wood, such 
as oak, beech, maple and ash, attain a more yellow nuance. There's 
nothing "wrong" with wood changing colour - it's a process that is 
completely natural.

Wooden floors 
change colour

4 important arguments for 2-lock:

1  Easy to install – Anyone can do it.

2  Fast – Almost 50% faster than previous systems.

3  Quiet – No need for hammers. Appreciated by the neighbours.

4  Secure – 2-lock "makes" you do it right, right from the start.

Wooden floors for a 
European (indoor) climate

When you choose Tarkett you don’t buy just 
a wooden floor. You also buy the expertise  
that ensures that the floor is high quality.  
We know that wood is a living natural 
material  that shrinks or swells depending 
on temperature and humidity. We also know 
what to do to minimise the effects of this.  
Tarkett has over 125 years’ experience and is 
one of the world’s leading floor manufactu-
rers, which gives our customers confidence 
and an assurance of quality. 

The fact that wood swells at high humidity and 
shrinks at low humidity is something we take 
into consideration throughout the production 
process. To minimise movement in the finished 
floor, the wood must first have reached its own 
optimum humidity through drying. The drying 

process can take up to a year before the result 
is perfect. Tarkett floors are manufactured 
with our climate in mind, which ensures many 
years of problem-free use.

We also take into account the fact that wood 
is a living material in the actual construction 
of the floors. To minimise natural movements, 
our wooden floors are built up in three layers. 

Ensuring there are vertical annual rings in the 
middle layer and alternating the direction of 
the fibres in the three layers is an efficient way 
of counteracting movement in the wood, which 
creates a balanced floor. Our strong glueless 
locking systems lock the boards tightly against 
one another without any gaps. You can there-
fore be sure of getting a problem-free wooden 
floor. 

Two smart solutions from Tarkett make it easy to install 
your new wooden floor without glue: Ultraloc and 2-lock.

It's easy to install 
a Tarkett wooden 
floor. And it's 
fast...!

How we measure the 
hardness of the wood
The Brinell test is a simple way of measuring the hardness of the wood. 
This test was established by the Swedish engineer Johan August Brinell 
in connection with the World's Fair in 1900. It involves pushing a small 
steel ball against the surface of the wood using a heavy load. The 
Brinell number is determined by how large an indentation has been 
made in the wood. The higher the Brinell number, the harder and more 
resistant to indentation the material is.
 Since wood is a living material with natural variations in structure, 
the different parts of the wood vary in hardness. The Brinell numbers 
given are average numbers based on several tests.  

*Viva has a high Brinell number because the hard core of HDF absorbs the force of the Brinell ball. Despite 
the fact that the technical reading is the same for all Viva floors, in practice it is possible to notice a slight 
difference in hardness in the Viva collection, depending on the type of wood used in the veneer layer.

Viva*

Jatoba

Merbau

Maple, canadian

Msasa

Ash

Beech

Oak

Oak java

Ash cognac

African mahogany

Maple, european

Walnut

Cherry

Birch
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Keep your 
wooden floor 
in shape

It is all in the detail

The pipe collar is the finishing touch.

For a more comfortable floor
To walk and stand on a real wood floor is a won-
derful feeling. But you can make this even more 
comfortable by using Tarkofoam II or Tarkoflex 
II underlay, which is rolled out before installing 
the floor. This gives you a floor that is quieter 
and even more wonderful to walk on. Tarkoflex 
II is an underlay designed to reduce the sound 
of footsteps and it also acts as a damp proof 
membrane. Tarkofoam II is not a damp proof 
barrier but it reduces the sound of footsteps.

End profile between a wooden floor

 and a stone floor, for instance.

The reducer is used to smooth the transition.

Transition profile in oak.

If you want to bring out the very best in your new wooden floor, have a 
look at our great range of accessories. Here you will find good-looking 
and smart skirtings, mouldings, underlays and pipe collars for that perfect 
finish and feel.

A good-looking moulding adds the 

finishing touch to your floor.

Our Combistar profiles make it extra easy 

to achieve the perfect result.

For daily care we recommend using 
a vacuum cleaner or dry mop but 
sometimes more thorough cleaning 
is required. To make sure your floors 
retain their lustre and age in style, 
Tarkett has developed a series of floor 
care products. The products have been 
developed to be used to optimum 
effect on floors treated with Proteco 
Lacquer and Proteco Natura. For 
Proteco Hardwax Oil products, Tarkett 
recommends Osmo floor care products 
for floors oiled with hardwax oil.

Installation instructions are included 
in every third floor pack. Detailed 
instructions can also be downloaded 
from www.tarkett.co.uk  If you have 
any further questions, please contact 
your nearest flooring retailer.

Installing the floor
Before you begin, ensure that the sub floor is 
level, firm, dry and clean. The room where you 
are installing the floor should have the right 
temperature and humidity. This also applies 
to the room where you are keeping the packs 
of wood. The packs should not be opened until 
immediately before installation.

Underlay material
For a floating floor, that is when the floor is 
joined together without being attached to the 
sub floor, you should use an underlay material 
to level the surface and reduce walking 
noise. Use an underlay with a long life. A 
wooden floor is hard, so to increase comfort 
it is important to install a shock-absorbent 
underlay. Tarkofoam II and Tarkoflex II have 
been developed to meet these requirements.

Don't forget a vapour barrier
To protect against humidity migration you 
should apply a vapour barrier over the whole 
sub floor during the installation for certain 
types of floor. A vapour barrier is a polythene 
foil that is laid with an overlap of at least 
200 mm or is sealed with tape. Tarkoflex II 
combines an underlay and vapour barrier in 
one product.

Floating installation
You can install the new wooden floor directly 
on top of the old one, regardless of whether 
it is a wooden floor or a plastic floor. On 
floors with a surface area greater than 12 x 20 
metres, the floor should be glued to the sub 
floor. When you install a floor the boards must 
always be laid lengthwise in the room, and an 
expansion gap must be left at all fixed points 

such as walls, thresholds, pipes and steps. 
There must be no contact between floors in 
different rooms. Large areas of floor must be 
broken up into smaller areas with the use of 
expansion gaps.

Underfloor heating
The heating system has to be a self-limiting 
system that provides even heating across the 
whole floor surface. The surface temperature 
must not exceed 27°C. Floor heating can cause 
cracks between the floor boards. Beech, maple 
and basket weave are more prone to movement 
than other types of wood and underfloor 
heating is therefore not recommended for use 
with these floors. 

One weekend is all it takes
  It is quick and easy to install a real wood floor from Tarkett.
  A weekend should be enough for an ordinary-sized room, kitchen or hall.
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Collections

��Tarkett’s hard-wearing Proteco surface finish

� Real wood veneer

� Strong and supportive middle layer of HDF

� Stabilising bottom layer

��Ultraloc locking system

��Tarkett’s hard-wearing Proteco surface finish

� Wear layer of real wood

� Strong and supportive middle layer with 
 transverse wood fibres of pine and spruce

� Stabilising bottom layer

� 2-lock system

Viva is an 8.5 mm floor in real wood. Viva floors in a plank design and 
Viva Line floors have a discreet bevel all around. The thin design means 
that you can often install the floor on top of an existing floor without 
having to cut off doors or change thresholds.

Rumba is a 13 mm 3-strip wooden floor with a 2.5 mm wear layer. 
This means you can re-sand the floor 2-3 times.

A classic and traditional 3-strip floor. You can get Salsa flooring in a 
number of different types of wood with different surface treatments 
and characteristics. It has a wear layer of 3.5 mm, which means you 
can re-sand the floor 4-5 times. It is 14 mm thick.

Epoque is an exclusive 14 mm plank or 2-strip floor that comes in four 
widths, 117 mm, 162 mm, 190 mm and 200 mm. It has a wear layer of 
3.6 mm and can be re-sanded 4-5 times. Floors that have been treated 
with Proteco Lacquer have a lengthwise mini-bevel on each board, 
while the more natural appearance of Proteco Natura is emphasized by 
a more robust so-called maxi-bevel. 

Tango is a 13 mm plank floor in widths of either 162 or 190 mm, and 
with a 2.5 mm thick wear layer of real wood. This means you can re-sand 
the floor 2-3 times. Tango comes with a mini-bevel and Proteco Natura 
matte lacquer finish.

Choose your new wooden floor according to preference, taste 
and style. We can offer floors in many different types of wood 
and of differing thickness.

You can install a wooden floor in every room 
except wet rooms. You can install any wooden 
floor you want in living rooms and bedrooms. 
Some floors face greater demands on wear 
resistance and cleanability, like the kitchen 
and entrance hall. In these cases you should 
choose a harder wood to reduce the risk of 
indentations and scratches. You should also 
choose a glossy finish, which is easier to 
clean than a matte. Brushed floors and deep 
bevels are harder to keep clean. White or light 
surfaces risk discolouration where the wear is 
extremely hard, e.g. in an entrance hall. 

How to choose your wooden floor 

Nature makes sure there is a difference in the 
look of different woods. When Tarkett selects 
raw materials for its production, we take this 
all into account and divide the natural design 
of the wood into four groups, grades, depen-
ding on their similarities and their variations. 
The four grades for Oak are given below as an 
example

You can choose a floor where craft and tech-
nology adds to the exciting design through 
surface treatment, staining, brushing, 
bevelling  and heat treatment as a comple-
ment to the natural design.

You have five “floor families” at your service 
when you choose a Tarkett wooden floor. 
Epoque, Salsa, Tango, Rumba and Viva. They 
are available in varied thickness, design and 
grades. They are also available with different 
treatments – stained, brushed, etc, that 
enhance and reinforce the design. 

Remember that it’s you who makes the choice 
according to your personal taste and style. 
Read more about the collections on the 
adjacent page.

All the plank floors 
featured in this magazine 
have bevelled edges. 
Bevelling emphasises 
and reinforces the feel of 
a real wooden floor. You 
will find the bevels for the 
individual floors in the 
table overleaf.

Maxibevel

Minibevel

Microbevel

Which 
room? 

Which 
design?

Which 
collection? 

Grading – nature’s design
Wood is a living material and no two wooden floors are alike. To make 
it easier for you to choose, we have grouped our large product range 
into different gradings. To illustrate this you can see the different 

gradings for Oak below. Your floor dealer can help you to look up floors 
in Tarkett's Grading Book or have a look at some real wood samples. This 
gives you a better idea of how your floor will look once installed.

Select
Select is our most uniform floor 
series. It has only minor varia-
tions in colour and structure. The 
floors in this range are discreet 
and exude a feeling of calm.

Nature
The floors in this grading have 
a more varied and expressive 
appearance than Select. They 
may have small knots, elements 
of lighter sapwood and larger 
variations in colour and structure 
than Select floors.

Rustical/Antique
This grading has a rustic 
appearance with knots and a 
good variation in colour and 
structure.

Robust
Robust is a lively grading with 
an exciting mix of lighter and 
darker strips.
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Epoque

Epoque

   The pictures show a small part of the floors and may differ in structure, colour and lustre compared with the actual floors. Some of these may not be available in all countries.

Oak Eu Nature Oak Eu Rustic Brushed

Oak Black Oak Java Gold Oak Am Nature

Oak Patina White Oak Stone Grey

Jatoba 

Oak Nature Oak Nature Brushed Oak Rustic Brushed 

Oak White Oak Cotton White

Oak Praline Beech Steamed Merbau Oak Java Gold

Oak Am Antique Brushed Ash Robust WhiteAsh White

Oak Cumin

Oak Grey Contrast 

Oak Am Antique White Brushed Oak Misty Grey Oak Sandy Grey Oak Evening Grey

Oak Stone Grey

Oak Praline

Oak Aubergine

Oak Light Hazel

Oak Dark Copper

Oak Patina WhiteOak Winter Oak Satin White

Oak Hazel Brown

Oak Imdium Grey 

Oak Umber Brown 

Oak Anthracite Grey

Thickness 14 mm
Width 117 mm
Miniplank

Thickness 14 mm
Width 162/190 mm
Plank
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Epoque

Tango

Tango

Salsa

Thickness 14 mm
Width 200 mm
2-strip

Oak Cotton White

Oak Vintage Soft Grey

Beech Steamed

JatobaMerbau

Ash Cognac Ash Cognac Brushed Ash White Pearl

Oak Vintage Brown 

Oak Vintage OliveOak Vintage Light Hazel

Oak Nature Oak White Brushed Ash Cognac BrushedOak Rustic Brushed 

Oak Eu Nature Oak Java Ash White 

Thickness 13 mm
Width 162/190 mm
Plank

Oak Eu Rustic Brushed 

Oak Rhapsody Brushed 

Oak Grey Brushed Oak White Brushed 

Oak Cumin Oak Nature

Oak Eu Rustic White Brushed 

Thickness 13 mm
Width 117 mm
Miniplank

Thickness 14 mm
Width 194 mm
3-strip

Oak Rustic

Oak Select

Oak Nature Brushed Oak Nature 

Oak Robust White Oak Nordic White Oak Cumin Oak Black

Oak Robust 

Oak Black Oak Am Antique Brushed
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Rumba

Oak Cotton WhiteOak Silver Star Oak Misty GreyOak Patina White 

Oak PralineOak Stone Grey Oak Satin White Oak Hazel Brown 

Oak Umber Brown Oak Anthracite Grey Oak Indium Grey Ash Nature 

Ash Nature White Ash White Pearl Ash Purple Rain Ash Cognac 

Ash Smoked Ash Cognac Brushed Maple Canadian Nature Maple Canadian Robust

Oak Basket Weave Msasa Oak Fine LineJatoba 

African Mahogany

Beech Tropicana

Cherry RobustBirch CherryBirch Robust

Beech Nature Beech Classic Beech Robust

Merbau Walnut Walnut Robust

Walnut Basket Weave Oak Nature Oak Nature Brushed

Thickness 13 mm
Width 194 mm
3-strip
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Viva Line

VivaViva Contra

Viva

Viva

Thickness 8.5 mm
Width 110 mm
Miniplank

Oak Oak Brushed Oak Misty Grey Oak Black

Oak Denim Oak Patina White Oak Avocado Walnut

Oak Milky White Oak Robust Oak Rustic Oak Praline

Ash Nature Beech Nature Beech Classic

Thickness 8.5 mm
Width 190 mm
Plank

Oak Viva Contra Walnut Viva Contra

Maple 

Maple Nature Cherry Beech Nature Walnut

Thickness 8.5 mm
Width 190 mm
3-strip

Oak Oak Praline

Sucupira

Thickness 8.5 mm
Width 190 mm
2-strip

Oak Oak Brushed Oak White

Walnut Ash Design WhiteAsh White 

Oak Oak Brushed Oak Brown Brushed Bamboo

Thickness 8.5 mm
Width 190 mm
Plank
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Tarkett Wooden floors 2012
Epoque
Plank

Proteco Lacquer
Minibevel

Proteco Natura
Maxibevel

Proteco Hardwax Oil
Minibevel

Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak Eu Nature 7876011 7876012 7876029 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Eu Nature 7876001 7876002 7876036 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Eu Rustic brushed - 7876013 7876030 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Eu Rustic brushed - 7876003 7876037 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Eu Rustic brushed Unfinished: 7876010 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Black * - 7876042 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Black * - 7876006 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Java Gold ** - 7885001 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Java Gold ** - 7885002 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Am Nature - 7876014 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Am Nature - 7876015 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Am Nature - 7876016 - 14 162 2 520 6 2,45

Oak Am Antique brushed - 7876017 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Am Antique brushed - 7876018 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Am Antique brushed - 7876019 - 14 162 2 520 6 2,45

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7876020 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7876021 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7876022 - 14 162 2 520 6 2,45

Oak Misty Grey * - 7876008 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Misty Grey * - 7876048 - 14 162 2 520 6 2,45

Oak Sandy Grey * - 7876023 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Evening Grey * NEW - 7876050 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Stone Grey * NEW - 7876051 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Anthracite Grey * - - 7876034 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Anthracite Grey * - - 7876039 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Indium Grey * - - 7876035 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Indium Grey * - - 7876040 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Cumin * - 7876026 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Cumin * - 7876049 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Praline * NEW - 7876052 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Light Hazel * NEW - 7876053 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Hazel Brown * - - 7876032 14 192 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Hazel Brown * - - 7876041 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Umber Brown * - - 7876033 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Umber Brown * - - 7876038 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Winter * - 7876007 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Winter * - 7876025 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Winter * - 7876024 - 14 162 2 520 6 2,45

Oak Grey Contrast * ^ - 7876009 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Grey Contrast * ^ - 7876043 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Patina White * ^ NEW - 7876054 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Satin White * - - 7876031 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Aubergine * ^ NEW - 7876055 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Dark Copper * ^ NEW - 7876056 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Ash White * - 7967003 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Ash White * - 7967004 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Ash Robust White * - 7967005 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Ash Robust White * - 7967006 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Ash Cognac ** 7985002 - - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Ash Cognac ** 7985001 - - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Epoque
Plank

Proteco Lacquer
Minibevel

Proteco Natura
Maxibevel

Proteco Hardwax Oil
Minibevel

Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Ash Cognac brushed ** - 7985004 - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Ash Cognac brushed ** - 7985003 - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Ash White Pearl * 7967007 - - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Beech Steamed 7909001 - - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Beech Steamed 7909002 - - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Merbau 8614001 - - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Merbau 8614002 - - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Jatoba 8634001 - - 14 162 2 000 6 1,94

Jatoba 8634004 - - 14 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Eu Nature 7877005 7877008 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Eu Nature 7877006 7877007 - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Eu Rustic brushed - 7877009 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Eu Rustic brushed - 7877010 - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Am Nature 7877011 - - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Am Nature 7877016 - - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Am Nature 7877012 - - 14 190 2 520 6 2,87

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7877013 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7877002 - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Am Antique White brushed * - 7877014 - 14 190 2 520 6 2,87

Oak Cotton White * NEW - 7877017 - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Vintage Brown * - 7877021 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Vintage Brown * - 7877001 - 14 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Vintage Light Hazel * NEW - 7877018 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Vintage Olive * NEW - 7877019 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Vintage Soft Grey * NEW - 7877020 - 14 190 2 000 6 2,28

Epoque 2-strip

Oak Nature 7875002 7875003 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Oak Rustic brushed - 7875005 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Oak White brushed * - 7875001 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Ash Cognac brushed ** - 7984001 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Oak Java ** - 7883001 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Ash White * - 7966002 - 14 200 2 520 6 3,02

Epoque Miniplank 
Minibevel

Oak Nature 8720001 8720006 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Nature 8720002 - - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Oak Nature brushed 8720003 - - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Rustic brushed 8720004 8720008 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Rustic brushed - 8720012 - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Oak White * - 8720009 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak White * - 8720010 - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Oak Cotton White * NEW - 8720013 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Patina White * NEW - 8720014 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Stone Grey * NEW - 8720015 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Praline * NEW - 8720016 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Java Gold ** - 7884001 - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Java Gold ** - 7884002 - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Beech Steamed 7908001 - - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Beech Steamed 7908002 - - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Merbau 8613001 - - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Merbau 8613002 - - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

Jatoba 8642003 - - 14 117 1 245 8 1,17

Jatoba 8642002 - - 14 117 1 075 8 1,01

* stained    ** heat treated    ^ Minibevel 

Proteco Lacquer
Proteco Hardwax Oil:               Minibevel lengthwise

Proteco Natura:               Maxibevel lengthwise

EPOQUE Plank have bevelled edges:

Self-regulating underfloor heating system with maximum floor surface temperature of 27oC.
Not recommended for Basket Weave or the woodspecies beech and maple. Viva is not 
included in this limitation.

Minerals are a natural part in this wood specie. * stained    ** heat treated 
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 Tango
Plank, Minibevel, 2-lock

Proteco Lacquer Proteco Natura Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak Eu Nature  - 7878001 13 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Eu Nature  - 7878002 13 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Eu Nature  - 7879001 13 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Eu Nature  - 7879002 13 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Eu Rustic brushed  - 7879003 13 190 2 000 6 2,28

Oak Eu Rustic brushed  - 7879004 13 190 2 200 6 2,51

Oak Eu Rustic White brushed *  - 7878003 13 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Eu Rustic White brushed *  - 7878004 13 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Black * NEW - 7878007 13 162 2 000 6 1,94

Oak Black * NEW - 7878005 13 162 2 200 6 2,14

Oak Am Antique brushed NEW - 7878006 13 162 2 200 6 2,14

Tango Miniplank
Minibevel, T-lock

Oak Nature - 7874001 13 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Rhapsody brushed - 7874002 13 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Rhapsody brushed - 7874003 13 117 1 075 8 1,01

Oak Cumin * - 7874005 13 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak Grey brushed * - 7874006 13 117 1 245 8 1,17

Oak White brushed * - 7874007 13 117 1 245 8 1,17

SALSA Basket Weave Proteco Lacquer Proteco Natura Proteco Hardwax Oil Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak Basket Weave 3-strip 7806002 - - 14 188 2 525 6 2,85

Walnut Basket Weave 4-strip 8585003 - - 14 188 2 525 6 2,85

* stained    ** heat treated

Salsa 2-lock
3-strip

Proteco Lacquer Proteco Natura Proteco Hardwax Oil Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak Select 7870024 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Nature 7866009 7866011 7870038 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Nature brushed - 7866010 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Rustic 7867004 7867005 7870039 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Robust 7870025 7870029 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Robust White * - 7870030 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Nordic White * 7870027 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Cumin * - 7870036 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Black * - 7870035 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Patina White * - 7870034  - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Silver Star * 7870001 - - 14 192 2 272 6 2,62 

Oak Cotton White * NEW - 7870031  - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Misty Grey * NEW - 7870032 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Stone Grey * NEW - 7870033 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Praline * NEW - 7870037 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Satin White * - - 7870040 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Hazel Brown * - - 7870041 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Umber Brown * - - 7870042 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Anthracite Grey * - - 7870043 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Indium Grey * - - 7870044 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash Nature 7965005 7965008 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash Nature White * - 7965010 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash White Pearl * 7965007 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash Purple Rain *  ** 7965002 - - 14 192 2 272 6 2,62 

Ash Cognac ** 7986001 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash Cognac brushed ** - 7986002 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Ash Smoked * - 7965011 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Maple Canadian Nature 8517002 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Maple Canadian Robust 8517001 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Birch 8540002 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Birch Robust 8540003 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Cherry 8570002 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Cherry Robust 8571002 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Beech Nature 7929005 7929007 7931003 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Beech Classic 7931007 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Beech Robust 7931006 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Beech Tropicana * NEW 7931005 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Walnut 8577002 8577003 8577005 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Walnut Robust * 8577004 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Merbau 8612005 8612006 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

African Mahogany 8628005 8628006 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Jatoba 8641003 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Msasa 8594003 8594004 - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

Oak Fine Line multi-strip 7870045 - - 14 194 2 281 6 2,66 

* stained    ** heat treated  

Epoque Oak Sandy Grey Plank 162 mm
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Accessories Item no. Product Pack

8790100 White PVAc Glue D3 12x0,75l

8790102

8790107

8790108

Parquet Adhesive D

PVAc dispersion with water as solvent

Parquet Adhesive MS

MS-polymer solvent free

Primer adapted for adhesive MS

1x14kg

1x15kg

1x11kg

8790210

8790202

Tarktool - Heel iron (690 g)

Do-It-Yourself
For 8,5-13 mm wooden floors

Tarktool Silence Professional (1300 g)

With sound absorbing block
Recommended for Salsa, Epoque, Professional

1x1

1x1

8790204 Plastic wedges - spacers (50 pcs/box) 1x50

8790205

8790206

8790208
8790209

Tapping block for floating installation

Tapping block 20 cm

Tapping block 60 cm, width handle

Tapping block for glue down installation

Tapping block 20 cm, profiled 
Tapping block 60 cm, profiled with handle

1x1

1x1

1x1
1x1

8790220

8790221

Start Up Kit

Incl. plastic wedges, tapping block and 
Tarktool Do-It-Yourself 

Startbox Installation

Incl. plastic wedges, tapping block 38 cm with handle
and Tarktool

10x1

6x1

8790230 Router bits for profile 4 mm 1x1

8790240

8790241

8794002

Loose tongue for 4 mm router bits, length 100 mm
(13-14 mm boards)

Loose tongue for 4 mm router bits, length 405 mm
(13-14 mm boards)

Loose tongue for 6 mm router bits, length 405 mm
(22 mm boards)

8 pcs 

1x1

1x1

Rumba
3-strip

Proteco Lacquer Proteco Natura Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak Nature 8723001 8723004 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Oak Nature brushed - 8723005 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Oak Milky White * - 8723007 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Oak Robust 8723002 - 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Oak Rustic 8723003 8723006 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Oak Praline * NEW - 8723008 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Ash Nature 7969001 7969002 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Beech Nature 7933001 - 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

Beech Classic 7933002 - 13 194 2 281 6 2,66

* stained   

Viva
3-strip

Proteco Lacquer Proteco Natura Thickness
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Boards/
pack

m2/
pack

Oak 7828001 7828002 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Oak Praline * NEW - 7829006 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Maple - 8509002 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Maple Nature 8509004 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Cherry 8561001 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Beech Nature 7912001 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Walnut 8581001 8581002 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

2-strip

Oak 7828006 7828007 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Oak brushed - 7828008 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Oak White * - 7829002 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Walnut 8581006 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Ash White * - 7953001 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Ash Design White * 7953003 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Sucupira 8703001 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Viva Contra Microbevel lengthwise        

Oak 7828015 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Walnut 8581007 - 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Viva Plank Microbevel on four sides

Oak 7828011 7828010 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Oak brushed - 7828009 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Oak Brown brushed * - 7829004 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Bamboo - 8711002 8,5 190 1 220 8 1,85

Viva Line Microbevel

Oak ^^ - 7831002 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak brushed ^^ - 7831003 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak Misty Grey * ^ NEW - 7831005 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak Black * ^^ NEW - 7831004 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak Denim * ^ NEW - 7831006 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak Patina White * ^^ NEW - 7831007 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Oak Avocado * ^ NEW - 7831008 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

Walnut ^^ - 8582002 8,5 110 1 220 12 1,61

* stained    ^ 2-side Microbevel    ^^ 4-side Microbevel  
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Underlay material Item no. Product Pack

8790300 Rag felt

To be used on wooden subfloor to reduce the small irregularities 
as well as sound absorbing material

63x15m2

8790310
8790314

Tarkofoam II 2 mm (1,2x62,5m)
Tarkofoam II 2 mm (1,15x13,04m)
Impact sound absorbing underlay. Freon free.

1x75m2
28x15m2

8790312
8790313

Tarkoflex II 2 mm (15,8x0,95m)
Tarkoflex II 2 mm (1x75m)
Impact sound absorbing underlay material with 0,1 mm PE-foil 
for moisture barrier. Freon free.

22x15m2
1x75m2

8790307 Polyethylene film 0,2 mm (2,7x25m)

Ageing resistant damp protection

50x67,5m2

8790308 Covering paper (1,3x58m)

Protects the floor from paint, scratches etc

40x75m2

Installer trousers Item no. Product Pack

8790420
8790421
8790422
8790423
8790424

8790425

Installer trousers, Grey S (C46)
Installer trousers, Grey S (C48)
Installer trousers, Grey M (C50)
Installer trousers, Grey L (C52)
Installer trousers, Grey XL (C54)

Knee pads

1x1
1x1
1x1
1x1
1x1

1x1

Care and maintenance Item no. Product Pack

8792111 Refresher 

1 liter. Protects lacquered flooring.
Fills micro scratches and strengthen the surface.

12x1 l

8792120 Bioclean

1 liter. Highly concentrated neutral detergent for regular 
cleaning of lacquered and oiled floors.
Can also be used on laminate, resilient floors, ceramics etc.

12x1 l

8792300
8792301
8792302

Protective pads, self adhesive

20 mm (16 pcs/bag)
28 mm (12 pcs/bag)
10 cm x 15 cm x 3 mm

10x1
10x1
10x1

8792310
8792311

Protective pads with pipe fittings

22 mm (12 pcs/bag)
37 mm (4 pcs/bag)

10x1
10x1

8792320
8792321

Protective chair mat 100 x 120 cm
Protective chair mat 150 x 120 cm
Protects the floor from scratches of chair-wheels.
Polycarbonate.

1x1
1x1

Renovation Item no. Product Pack

8793120
8793121
8793122
8793123
8793124
8793125
8793126

Puttying compound (100 gr)

Oak
Oak light
Oak Dark, Walnut, Merbau
Birch, Pine, Spruce
Beech
Maple, Ash, Ash white
Cherry, Mahogany

15x100 gr
15 tubes/Box
100 gr/tube

8793130

8793129

Repair box

Incl. 20 nuances of hard wax repair bars, melting device, gas 
for refilling of the melting device and plastic spatula.

Wax bars refill

10 bars/box. Minimum 2 bars/colour.

1x1

1x1

8793140
8793141
8793142
8793143

8793144
8793145

8793146

8793147

8793148

Repair kit 

Incl. touching up lacquer, putty and sandpaper.

Oak
Beech
Ash, Maple, Birch, Pine
Cherry, Mahogany

Repair lacquer - Proteco Lacquer 30 ml
Repair lacquer - Proteco Natura 30 ml

Repair stain - Black 30 ml

Repair stain - White 30 ml
(suitable for Ash White and Oak Winter)

Repair stain - Grey 30 ml
(suitable for Oak Misty and Sandy Grey)

10x1
10x1
10x1
10x1

12x1
12x1

1x1

1x1

1x1

8793150
8793151
8793152
8793153

Acrylic joint (gap sealant) (300 ml)

Corn yellow (beech, ash, maple, oak light)
Light brown (cherry, oak dark)
Brown (merbau, walnut, jatoba)
White

12x1
12x1
12x1
12x1

8793200
8793201
8793202
8793203
8793204
8793205
8793207
8793209

Top (wear) layers (4,5x66x405mm)

Oak
Beech
Birch
Ash
Maple
Cherry
Merbau
Walnut

Solid transition moulding
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791107
8791108
8791103
8791106
8791104

8791105

Reducer for 13-17 mm flooring, 58x19 mm

Oak
Beech
Ash
Ash White
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

8791126
8791127
8791128
8791125

Reducer for 8-12 mm flooring, 44x12 mm

Oak
Beech
Walnut
Ash

10x2,00 rm
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8791136
8791137
8791133
8791135
8791139

8791134

Square profile for 13-17 mm flooring, 38x19mm 

Oak
Beech
Ash
Ash White
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

8791144
8791145
8971143
8791146

Square profile for 8-12 mm flooring, 32x12mm 

Oak
Beech
Ash
Walnut

10x2,00 rm

8791157
8791158
8791154
8791155
8791161

8791156

Threshold moulding for 13-17 mm flooring, 58x20mm

Oak
Beech
Ash
Ash White
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

8791175
8791176
8791174
8791177

Threshold moulding for 8-12 mm flooring, 44x12mm 

Oak
Beech
Ash
Walnut

10x2,00 rm

Combistar transition veneer moulding
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791206
8791207
8791208

8791233
8791234
8791235
8791255
8791256
8791257
8791258
8791236
8791237
8791238
8791239
8791251
8791254
8791259

8791205

Combistar - Flexible T-profile for 7-21 mm flooring

Oak
Ash
Maple

Oak
Oak White
Oak Java
Oak Black
Oak Brown (suitable for Epoque Vintage Brown)
Oak Dark Grey (suitable for Oak Grey Contrast)
Oak Light Grey (suitable for Oak Sandy & Misty Grey)
Ash
Ash Cognac
Ash White
Maple
Beech
Walnut
Oak Cumin

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

10x1,00 rm

10x2,00 rm

Solid profiles
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791300
8791301
8791303

End cover profile 21x9 mm

Oak
Ash
Walnut

20x2,00 rm

 

8791310
8791311
8791312
8791313
8791315

Corner beading 22x22 mm

Oak
Beech
Ash
Maple
Pine, unfinished

10x2,35 rm

Solid stairnoses
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791505
8791506
8791507
8791508

8791504

Stair nose for Viva 8,5 mm, 48x19 mm

Oak
Maple
Beech
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

8791446
8791447
8791448
8791444

8791445

Stair nose / landing profile for 13-14 mm flooring,

66x20 mm + 40x14 mm

Oak
Maple
Beech
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

5x2,00 rm

8791466
8791467
8791468
8791464

8791465

Stair nose for 14 mm flooring T-lock/2-lock, 60x26 mm 

Oak
Maple
Merbau
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

10x2,00 rm

Pipe covers Item no. Product Pack

8791810
8791811
8791825
8791826
8791812
8791813
8791814
8791815
8791816
8791817
8791818
8791819

Pipe covers in solid wood

Oak 17,1 mm
Oak 22,0 mm
Oak 17,1 mm unfinished
Oak 22,0 mm unfinished
Beech 17,1 mm
Beech 22,0 mm
Ash 17,1 mm
Ash 22,0 mm
Maple 17,1 mm
Maple 22,0 mm
Dark stained 17,1 mm
Dark stained 22,0 mm

10x1

8791820
8791827
8791824

Double pipe covers in solid wood 

Oak, undrilled
Oak unfinished, undrilled
Oak, drilled holes on request

10x1

200x1
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Clipstar - Veneer skirting
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791734
8791735
8791736
8791737
8791754
8791755
8791756
8791757
8791758
8791738
8791739
8791741
8791742
8791743
8791744
8791745
8791746
8791747
8791748

8791740

8791716

Clipstar skirting 60x16 mm

Oak
Oak Nordic White
Oak White
Oak Java
Oak Black
Oak Brown (suitable for Epoque Vintage Brown)
Oak Dark Grey (suitable for Oak Grey Contrast)
Oak Light Grey (suitable for Sandy & Misty Grey)
Oak Cumin
Ash
Ash Cognac
Ash White
Maple
Cherry
Beech
Walnut
Jatoba
Merbau
African Mahogany

White, foiled

Oak, unfinished

10x2,4 rm

8791760
8791761
8791762
8791763

Clipstar skirting 80x16 mm

Oak
Cherry 
Beech
Walnut

10x2,4 rm

8791770
8791771
8791772
8791773
8791774
8791776

Clipstar skirting 60x22 mm

Oak
Ash
Maple
Cherry
Beech
Walnut

10x2,4 rm

8791800

Clips for Clipstar system

Fits to all Tarkett veneered profiles except quadrant 50 pcs/box

Quadrant
Wood is a product of nature, small variations 
may occur in colour and structure.

Item no. Product Pack

8791900
8791901
8791902
8791903
8791904
8791906

8791908

8791907

Quadrant 19x12 mm

Oak
Ash
Maple
Cherry
Beech
Walnut

Oak, unfinished

White, foiled

10x2,4 rm
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Trends come and go with increasing speed. New 
technology,  new information pathways and new 
consumer  needs together with globalisation 
mean very few companies can keep pace with new 
developments  and become  very old. Tarkett has been 
manufacturing  floors since 1886 and is one of the 
companies that have succeeded in making a change 
with developments over the decades and centuries.

Tradition and innovation
All the knowledge and craftsmanship that the 
company  has possessed since 1886 is expressed in the 
floors we produce today. At the same time, genuine  
expertise  combined with cutting-edge technology  
results  in new, modern, intelligent and beautiful 
floors. One of the secrets behind Tarkett’s success 
story  is the company’s  constant drive for improvement 
and reluctance  to settle down and rest on its laurels. 
New products and innovations developed to meet the 
latest trends are presented each year. This issue of 
Tarkett  Parquet  Magazine presents this year’s news 
that we hope will inspire you to renew your home.

More than just wood for walking on
A wooden floor is a wooden floor, you could say. But 
that’s not really true. Design and looks are important,  
as are the functionality of the floor and everything 
surrounding  it. Are the floors easy to lay, even for 
non-experts? Are they environmentally friendly 
to produce? Are the wooden floors made for the 
European  indoor climate with big differences between 
seasons?  Are the floors recyclable? Is the floor’s 
surface protected  against wear with a strong lacquer? 
Is the floor easy to maintain and clean, and are there 
products that will help to do it? The answer to all 
these questions is YES! These are key factors behind 
Tarkett’s success. We take a holistic approach to give 
customers exactly  what they want and need. A simple 
explanation  as to why a 125-year-old is still so vital 
and successful.

How can a 
125 - year old 
be so perky?


